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 Effective communication is a fundamental part of all professions. As you prepare yourself 
for entry into or advancement within a profession, not only are you expected to learn and 
demonstrate skills specific to your chosen profession, you must also be able to effectively 
communicate.  Employers consistently rank the ability to communicate as the number one 
characteristic they seek when considering candidates for employment.

 Communication skills can be grouped into three basic forms: written (reading and writing), 
oral (listening and speaking), and graphic (drawing and sketching). All three forms are 
important; however, the TABE – Language test focuses on the written. To meet your 
program specific requirements in Language, you need a sound understanding and ability to 
demonstrate competencies in the following: Usage, Sentence Formation, Paragraph 
Development, Capitalization, Punctuation and Writing Conventions.

 The Vocational Preparatory Instruction staff of Brevard Community College has developed 
six Language workshops, through PowerPoint presentations, to address the basics for each 
of these areas.  It is hoped that you will find these presentations helpful in your TABE –
Language preparation.
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NOTE: Some viewers may find that they need to use the <enter> button on their keyboard or the  
scroll on their mouse to move through this presentation, rather than <clicking> their mouse.



How we speak and write creates an impression of who we are. When there are errors in our 
writing or speaking, we project a negative image.  Proper usage (grammar) in our writing and 
speaking is critical to creating a positive image, especially in the workplace.

The purpose of this presentation-workshop is to offer you some tips/reminders on how to 
effectively identify and use good grammar in both your writing and speaking.  There are five 
(5) Practice Exercises placed throughout this presentation. You are encouraged to print-out 
and complete each, prior to moving to the next topic. These “exercises” are located on the 
last slide of the presentation.  You can <click> on this button                        to open/print 
them before starting your review, or you can access/print them as you get to them.

This presentation is a compilation of materials collected  over the years from a variety of 
sources, authors and institutions.  A list of some of these references is provided at the end 
of the presentation for anyone seeking additional information on this critical skill. 

We hope you find this presentation-workshop helpful!!

The BCC VPI staff

Practice Files
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 There is a name for each word in a sentence. 
(These names are also called the basic parts of 
speech .)

i.e. noun, pronoun, verb, adjective, adverb, 
preposition, conjunction, and interjection

The rookie batter quickly hit the pitch over the center wall.

verbnoun noun noun

adverb

preposition

adjective adjective

adjective

adjective

adjective
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 Each of the names/parts of speech has a job/function
to do in the sentence.

Nouns: name a person, place or thing and function as 
performers or receivers of the action          

(subjects)             (objects)

Pronouns:      take the place of nouns

Verbs: action or state of being words 
(every complete sentence MUST have one)

Adjectives:   modify/describe nouns or pronouns

(they describe: which one, what kind, or how many)

Adverbs:      modify/describe verbs, adjectives 
or other adverbs

(they describe: how, when, where, what degree)

The rookie batter quickly hit the pitch over the center wall.

subject action object object

describes introduces

describes describes

describes describes describes
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 Some nouns name things that can be seen, heard, 
smelled, tasted or touched (tangible)

People filed into the stadium.

 Other nouns name abstract ideas or emotions 
(intangible)

With great anticipation, people filed into the stadium.

 Nouns are singular (name one person, place, thing, or 
idea) or plural (names more than one)

The members of the team held their heads high with pride.

 Nouns are common (general name of any person, place 
or thing) or proper (name a specific person, place or 
thing)

Josh Groban, a well known singer, performed with the Boston Pops.
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Identify the nouns in each of the following sentences.  Next, identify each noun as S or PL (singular or plural) and C or PR (common or 
proper).

 Photographers displayed their pictures at the county exhibit.

 Robert Frost read a poem at the inauguration of John F. Kennedy.

 The boats raced their engines at the starting line.

 Tom surprised the students with his knowledge of computers.

 Before the storm, shoppers in the grocery store cleared the 
shelves.

PL  C PL  C S  C

S  PR S  C S  C S  PR

PL  C PL  C S C

S PR PL  C S  C PL  C

S  C PL  C S  C

PL  C
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 Pronouns eliminate the need to repeat a noun over and 
over

Ben takes Ben’s son to Ben’s office on Saturdays.
vs

Ben takes his son to his office on Saturdays.

 Personal pronouns usually are used in place of a 
person’s name (i.e. his for Ben)

 Personal pronouns can refer to a thing
Ben looked for his son’s coat.  It was in the closet.

(It refers to the coat.)
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*NOTE: The noun that a pronoun replaces is called its antecedent.



 Number: Singular pronouns refer to one person, place or thing; 
Plural pronouns refer to more than one

Silvia is hoping that her grade is an “A”.
The students enjoy the course they are taking.

 Gender: Masculine pronouns refer to males (he, him, his); Feminine
pronouns refer to females (she, her, hers); Neuter pronouns
refer to things or animals (it, its)

Correct: Somebody left his or her cell phone in the hall.
Incorrect: Somebody left their cell phone in the hall.  

 Person: First-person refers to person who is speaking; Second –
person refers to person who is spoken to; Third-person
refers to other people, places, or things

Singular Plural

First Person I, me, my, mine we, us, our, ours

Second Person you, your, yours you, your, yours

Third Person he, she, him, her, it
his, hers, its

they, them
their, theirs
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 A subject names the person or thing the sentence or 
clause is about.

 Pronouns used as subjects:  I, we, you, he, she, it, they
Cindy gave her mother a kiss before she climbed onto the bus.

 Objects complete the meaning of a verb or a 
preposition such as by, of, or to.

 Pronouns used as objects: me, us, you, him, her, it, they
The nurse smiled at the patient and helped her get dressed.  (object of verb helped)

Cindy’s mother waved to her.  (object of preposition to)

 HINT: When used as part of a compound subject or compound object, you can leave out the other part 
of the compound and try the sentence with the pronoun alone.

A friend met Thomas and her at the mall.  (A friend met her at the mall.)
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 Possessive pronouns, unlike possessive nouns, do NOT
use apostrophes to indicate ownership

 Most possessive pronouns have two forms.  One form 
is used with a noun (my house; our car; your, her, 
their test).  The other form (mine, ours, yours, hers, 
theirs) is used alone (Those boots are mine.)

Singular Possessive Plural Possessive

First Person my, mine our, ours

Second person your, yours your, yours

Third Person his, her, hers, its their, theirs
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 Demonstrative: point out particular persons, places 
or things

(this, that, these and those)

This car needs to be washed.   This is a very dirty car.
These cars are for sale.  Those cars are all rentals.

 Interrogative: are used to ask questions 
(who, whom, whose, what, which)

Who is driving the car?

 Relative: introduce relative clauses and relate 
them to nouns or pronouns

(Who, whom, whose, which, and that)

The driver, who was talking on a cell phone, went through a red light.
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Circle the personal pronoun in each sentence.  Draw an arrow to the noun it refers to.

 Aunt Sally hugged the children good-bye, and then she went back into the house.

 Cheryl, why don’t you make a chocolate cake for the next meeting?

 Phil said, “I always try to pay cash for all of my vacation expenses.”

Underline the pronoun that correctly completes each sentence. Circle the noun /antecedent that the pronoun is replacing..

 The students memorized the math formulas, but they forgot ( it  them ) during the test.

 Penny collects patches from around the country, and she displays ( it, them ) on a quilt.

 The driver watched for the turn-off, but ( he, you ) couldn’t see through the heavy rain.

Read each set of sentences.  Chose the sentence that is written correctly.

1. A.   I will catch the bus who gets into Orlando at 6 p.m.
B.    The person to which you should speak will be back shortly.
C.    He is the officer that wrote the ticket.
D.    The man who got the new position will start tomorrow.

2. E.   Has either of the tutors introduced themselves to you?
F.   Tom is going back to college to get more training in his field.
G.   One of the rose bushes had lost all their flowers.
H.   Many of the parents shouted words of encouragement in support of his or her son.

Practice Files
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 A verb with more than one word is called a verb 
phrase.

Sally’s  team played hard, and they were winning.

 Some verbs, that show action, may pass the action on 
to persons or things, called objects.

Sally’s team played hard, and they were winning the game.

 Verbs that show a state of being (i.e. was) do NOT
have objects.  They usually link the subject to 
another noun/pronoun or adjective.

The game was volleyball. (Was links game and volleyball.)
The game was grueling. (Was links game and grueling.)
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 Verb tenses indicate the time of its action. The 
present, past and future tenses are called the simple 
tenses.

◦ Present: is used to indicate an action that occurs now or on 
a regular basis.

John watches baseball on TV.  He and I watch together.

◦ Past: is used to indicate an action that has already 
happened.

Yesterday he watched a double-header.

◦ Future: is used to indicate an action that has not yet to 
happened.

Tomorrow we will watch the playoffs.
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 Progressive tenses indicate actions have not yet 
been completed.

 Every verb in progressive tense has at least two 
words: a form of “be” and the present participle
(present tense that ends in “-ing”)
 Present progressive:  am, is, are

John is writing a research paper.

 Past progressive: was, were
Last week he was researching his selected topic.

 Future progressive:  will be
Soon, he will be editing the completed document.
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 Tenses that express action completed by a certain 
time are called perfect tenses.

 Perfect tenses are made up of at least two words: a 
simple tense form of “have” and the past participle
of the main verb.
 Present perfect: expresses action that began in past/may be 

complete or continuing
The community center has served the community for 50 years.  (complete)

Residents have approved every improvement to date. (continuing)

 Past perfect: expresses action that was completed before 
another action in the past

The Boy Scouts had met in private homes before the center was built.

 Future perfect: expresses an action that will be completed 
before a time or action in the future

The community center will have been open for 50 years as of next June.
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 The verb must agree with its subject in number.
(Singular verb with singular subject/plural verb with plural subject)

 Usually, the plural form of a verb is its present tense.
Successful coaches teach their players the importance of team work.

 Use the plural form of a verb with I and you.
I see that you have the qualities of a good team leader.

 Almost always, the singular form of a verb is its base 
form plus –s or –es.

The better player usually wins .

 There are three exceptions:
 The plural form of be is are (we are, you are, they are)
 Be has two singular forms in present tense, am and is (I am, he is, she is, it is).
 The singular form of the verb have is has (he/she/it has, they have)
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 It is easy to confuse some pairs of verbs because 
their meanings are similar or they sound so much 
alike.

Present Past Past Participle

raise – to lift or to grow (something) raise raised (have) raised

rise - to go up rise rose (have) risen
The Johnson’s raise golden retrievers.        The puppies wake up before the sun rises.

set - to place something set set (have) set

sit - to rest (in a chair) sit sat (have) sat
Mary sets the table for her mother.         The family sits around a large table.

lay - to place (something) lay laid (have) laid

lie - to rest or recline lie lay (have) lain
The teacher laid her pencil on the desk. She needed to lay down for a nap before the party yesterday.
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Underline the verbs and verb phrases in each of the following sentences.

 1. After Mother complained to my father, he cleaned up the garage..

 2. Local pollsters predicted a large turn out today, but only a few voters have shown up so far.

 3. Although the store was busy, we got assistance within five minutes.

 4. The Smiths are moving in next door.

For each sentence, circle the verb or verb phrase that matches the tense listed.

 5. Present: Our dogs (buried, bury, will bury) their bones in the backyard.

 6. Past:  The police (expected, expect, will expect) the robbers to surrender.

 7. Future:  I (pick, will pick, picked) strawberries in my grandmother’s garden.

Underline the verb form that best completes each sentence.

 8. Whenever I (study, am studying, will be studying) on the back patio, the phone rings.

 9. Students (were typing, are typing, will be typing) their papers as the power went off.

 10. Although Bob (was trying, is trying, will be trying) to change his bad driving habits, his friends were 
always trying to convince him to take chances.

Next 
Page
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Circle the subject in each sentence.  Then underline the correct verb form in the parentheses.

 11. Loud cheers coming from the ball field (was, were) disturbing the napping babies.

 12. (Do, Does) the little boy see the puppy from here?

 13. The players on the tennis team (has, have) the flu.

 14. All  members of the family (travels, travel) in the van.

Complete each sentence by underlining the correct word in the parentheses.

 15. (Set, Sit) a notepad and pencil at every seat.

 16. Just before the moon (rises, raises), the coyotes begin to howl.

 17. Please (except, accept) my apology for being so late.

 18. The computer shouldn’t (of, have) been left on when you went home.
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 Adjectives modify nouns or pronouns.
 They describe which one, what kind or how many.

The white plastic bag contained dirty laundry.

(White and plastic describe bag. Dirty describes laundry.)

 Adjectives change form when the word they modify is 
used to compare. 
 If the adjective has only one or two syllables (i.e. small, little), add –er

to compare two things; add -est to compare three or more things, 
Douglas firs  are taller than Sequoias. 

Redwoods are the tallest trees of all.

 Adjectives with 2 or more syllables (i.e. comfortable, expensive), use 
more or less to compare two things; use most or least to compare three 
or more. 

My new apartment is more spacious than my old one. (compares two rooms)

This is the most spacious apartment I’ve ever lived in.  (compares three or more)
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 Adverbs describe how, when, where or to what 
degree.

 Many adverbs end in –ly.
 In comparison, adverbs follow the same pattern 

as adjectives.
 1-2 syllable adverbs (i.e. fast, short), add –er to compare 

two actions; -est to compare three or more
The very old boat almost never runs quietly on the lake.

(Very describes the adjective old; almost describes the adverb never; never and quietly describe 
the verb runs.)

 Most adverbs with two or more syllables (i.e. difficult, 
often) use more or less to compare two things; most or least
for three or more.

Jamie and Sue arrived earlier than the other couple.   (compares two couples)

Of all the clerks, Felicia works most accurately.   (three or more clerks)
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 Adjective: 
 Describes noun or pronoun

 Tells which one, what kind or how many 

 Adverb:
 Describes verbs, adjectives or other adverbs

 Tells how, when, where, or to what degree

 Often ends in -ly

 Adding –ly to descriptive adjective that tells what 
kind changes the word to an adverb that describes 
how.

Adjective Adverb

wise wisely

ready readily

honest honestly
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 Avoid using double negatives (two or more negative 
words in same sentence or clause).

My car never had no flat tires before.

 Most negative words include the word no.
no    nobody   not     nowhere   no one   none   nothing   

 Other negative words are the contractions that end 
in n’t.

can’t   didn’t    won’t

 Other negative words include:
barely     scarcely    hardly   never     
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PRACTICE #4: If you have not already done so, download /print-out the Practice Exercises file located on the last file of this 
presentation, by clicking here:                                   

Complete Practice #4, then check your answers by <clicking> below.

Practice Files

Circle all the adjectives in each sentence.

1. The house had three large bedrooms and two bathrooms.

2. A black fungus covers my entire garden.

3. Mary is happier since she changed jobs.

Underline the adverb in each sentence.  The circle the word it modifies.

4.  We almost missed our plane.

5.  We crossed the flooded street safely.

6.  Did you purchase your home recently?

7.  Online registration ended yesterday.

Read each sentence.  If the underlined word is an adjective, write ADJ on the line.  If the underlined word is an adverb, write ADV.

8.   Red ant hills were everywhere. ________

9.   He is most likely to be elected team captain. ________

10.  The Spring schedules will be available soon. ________

11.  Who presented the best project in your class? ________

Underline the word that correctly completes each sentence.

12.  John hadn’t seen (none any) of the movies listed in the newspaper.

13.  Noah hasn’t been (anywhere  nowhere) outside of the state of Florida.

14.  Although snow was predicted, we didn’t get (none  any).

ADJ

ADV

ADV

ADJ
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 Every word in a sentence has a name, definition and 
specific function/job.

NAME Definition Function

Noun name person, place thing or idea subject or object

Pronoun used to replace noun subject or object

Verb describes action or state-of-being

Adjective modifies/describes nouns-pronouns Which one? How many? What kind?

Adverb modifies/describes verbs, 
adjectives, or other adverbs

How? When? Where? To what 
degree?

Put it all together! Try Practice #5 Practice Files
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Still need help with USAGE?  

Foundation, Capital Community College. Guide to Grammar and Writing. 
http://grammar.ccc.commnet.edu/grammar/index.htm.

Straus, Jane. "GrammarBook.com." http://www.grammarbook.com

University, Purdue. Purdue Online Writing Lab - OWL Exercises. 1995-2010. 
http://owl.english.purdue.edu/exercises

Vicki Price Cocoa
Bldg. 20-233A

433-7327 pricev@brevardcc.edu

Gloria Riter Cocoa
Bldg. 12-302

433-7331 riterg@brevardcc.edu

Linda Matthews Melbourne
Bldg. 2-103

433-5520 matthewsl@brevardcc.edu

Chelsea Newberry Palm Bay
Bldg. 1-234

433-5321 newberryc@brevardcc.edu

Vicki Price Titusville
Bldg. 1-115

433-5034 pricev@brevardcc.edu

Check these out:

Contact a VPI Specialist on one of Brevard Community College’s four campuses:

-or-
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